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Highlights monster day meaningful preschool plays

3.9 15 ratings 4.3 14,806 ratings 3.8,974 ratings 3.8 469 ratings 3.6 311 ratings 4,248 ratings 4.5 11 144 ratings 4.2 103 ratings 4.4 95 ratings 5 44 ratings 4.5 15 ratings In October you can plan a monstrous theme, how to go along with halloween celebrations. Monsters can be a great theme to use because they can be stupid and colorful. You can include many practices with
adjectives for colors, numbers, size, textures, and what the part of the monster's body looks like (i.e. has numeratic ears, fur bodies, one eye.) There are many great digital monster activities that I have found in my caseload and I wanted to share. Most of these activities I use with my k-3 students. Even my students with moderate to severe disabilities loved them, especially the
green screen monster activity. Before using monster theme therapy, it is always good to contact parents and make sure they are comfortable with their child talking about monsters. Let's talk about monsters, don't we? When it comes to using programs in language therapy, I am picky. The program must be versatile, colorful and hitting many different skills. Sago Mini programs are
always featured for my Prek-3 class students. With this monster app, you can work with the actions of verbs by asking, answering what questions, describing the monster, and talking about what he ate. I also love the Sago Mini Farm program, which I share in this blog post for digital farm activities. Teach Your Monster to Read is a FREE program that works by teaching phonics to
children. You can really use it to incorporate phonological awareness with your articulation and phonology students. If you have OSMO, you can use the OSMO Monster app to have an interactive experience with Mo the Monster. You asked to draw pictures and they come alive on the screen. You can talk about the functions of nouns. Even cooler is that this is a new experience
every time you use the app! For more OSMO tips, go to this BLOG Post with all the information. Events monster's day is a FREE program that runs through monster day. This is a great program to work on the sequence. Sesame Street also has some fun free games with cookie monsters. This cookie monster food truck game can be a great sequence and building vocabulary.
When I plan my virtual language therapy sessions, I like to have all my digital stuff in one place if I can help her. Google Slides helps me with digital lessons, allowing me to add slides, link YouTube videos or websites, and have interactive activities, such as creating monstrous activities in the picture below. You can add an animation to Google Slides that will appear when they are
placed in mode. In edit mode, you can drag and move images to Google Another way to apply Google slides is to screen a clip using screencastify and language lessons for you to talk about different slides. You can send those houses to parents to watch with their children. You can also assign Google slides to Google Classroom students. This monster Google slide show is part
of a monster language lesson plan guides to K-2 that can be used for small groups of individual and push-in lessons. I use Google slides and a digital parent newsletter for almost a lot of my sessions. Just click on one of the pictures to make it ready to go stock in hand in minutes! If you are looking for affordable digital games that you can adapt to the various goals of your
caseload, I highly recommend checking out Pink Cat Games. This site has many fun monster games. You can try to dress monsters game for free. With this web app, you can customize questions to match your students' goals by playing ready-to-go games. The best part of this site is that you can search for skills and find questions that have already been created by other
educators. It's an annual subscription for $39, but you'll be able to try out the dress monster game for free. When I go to class to do all my class lessons, I love having some brain breaks and songs to use during take-off to help keep my student's focus. You can use these videos on a Smartboard or almost to split a session. Sometimes our students need to get a little detached and
move. Many songs verb actions that you can direct while dancing to a song. If you need more tips on how to configure the entire class lesson, go to this blog post. One of my SLP Ninja organizational tips is to put all the YouTube video songs that I might want to use on a Google slide. In this way, all songs are in one place. You may want to ask your students what song they want
to apply for, or just know that you have opportunities every week. If you need more Google slide tips, check out my YouTube tutorial. Have you seen this FREE Whack Monster Green Screen activity from GoGo Speech? Go to your YouTube video to entice this free activity. The link will appear in the video description. You can upload each JPG as a video in the background zoom
and then you can exchange the background while you pop, smack, or tell the monsters to get out. I did this lesson last week and I had so many giggles and spontaneous language from my K-3 students with autism and intellectual disabilities. Before using this lesson, there were sessions that fell flat. This activity was very attractive to my students and I had fun getting into it as well.
I highly recommend! If you are looking for toys and materials using a monster theme, check out this blog post. For those SLPs who are sensory bin fans, this monster sensing bin is quite a crowd pleaser! What you used monster activity Let me know in the comments or mark me on social media, @thedabblingspeechie I like to include books in language therapy. This is the easiest
way for me to teach themed vocabulary without having to prep anything! Summer books are filled with photo scenes that contain a summer dictionary to teach. I don't think I could ever have enough books to teach summer vocabulary! #professionalbookhoarder this blog will give you the benefits through teaching vocabulary using summer themed books and strategies to create a
better vocabulary with your students! Working with students to improve their vocabulary, research shows that focusing on creating a deep vocabulary will help students learn new words because they can add those new words to a system or category that the child knows well. There is also research that shows that students with speech disorders need up to 36 engagements with
word of mouth before they learn. So, as doctors, the implementation of their therapy can be an excellent approach to the depth of knowledge in the vocabulary. This gives us permission to use the summer theme for more than a week, because the more engagements with words, the better our students will learn a deep knowledge of that vocabulary. In addition, if your teachers
also include summer theme books in their curriculum and daily class readings, we help provide more exposure and discussion with those words when our students come to the language room. In addition, most students experienced the summer season. By choosing a topic that is relative, it will help your students learn from their experience with summer concepts and vocabulary.
You can see some research articles at the end of this blog entry that specifically look at vocabulary intervention. The books also provide you with more opportunities to direct other language skills, such as the idea, prediction, grammar, articulation and transfer, rewisting of history, and understanding of the story. The cool thing about using the summer theme to plan therapy is that
you can add a new summer theme book every 1-2 weeks. You are constantly students engaged in reading a new story while still choosing a book that builds no previously taught vocabulary. To help your students create stronger dictionaries, here are some strategies you can use to teach vocabulary with literature: Provide multiple expressions of words when reading a book and
activity. One study found that only hearing target words helped create a vocabulary. Provide clear information about the words in the book or provide child-friendly definitions of unknown words. The selection of tier ii dictionary words was shown as the best way to create a dictionary. Bringing words into life is a great resource to learn more about the Tier II dictionary. You can use
narration pictures to display dictionary words as well. Focus on word teaching and they relate to topics such as a word map, the name of word associations or speaking about the word in a taxonomy. For example, by teaching a word thematically, for example, with the word beach, you can word map the clothes you bring, the activities you love on the beach, the food you eat, what
you see, how beach elements feel/ look, etc. when creating the depth of knowledge by taxonomy method, you deconstruct the word by category, subcatmime, function, location, size, shape, texture, part, etc. For example, with the word popsicle, you can explain that it is food and/or that it is a type of cold dessert. Popsicle can be eaten, it dissolves, and it often happens on a stick.
Popsicle is composed of ingredients that are mixed together and frozen. You keep popsicles in the freezer until you want to eat it. When reading a book, you can use interactive reading methods to facilitate language talk about words. After reading the book, you can identify game activities related to book concepts and/or theme to encourage students to perform concepts in the
book. Sensory boxes, pretend play, toys, or props history retell can work perfectly to involve your students. When we think about summer, there are probably different words and experiences that you associate with that word. And that can be different for you, depending on where you live in the world and what your students' cultural values are around in the summer. Since I live in
California, going to rivers, lakes, beaches, and/or pools is an activity for many children in my community to enjoy on hot days. So, finding books with these topics is very much related to my caseload. Other summer themes that resonate with students may include camping, fourth of July, summer weather, holidays, ice cream, popsicles, lemonade stands, barbecues, nature hiking,
bugs, ocean animals, water slides or just daily summer activities such as water balloons and cycling. What other summer themes do you like to target? If you need resources to help you plan an extension activity on the summer theme, view them from my blog and teachers are taught by teachers in the store: Camping language therapy activities Summer dictionary and grammar
activities K-2 camping language lesson plan for managers of small group or Push-In Therapy K-2 ice cream lesson plan for managers of small group or push--In Therapy K-2 Beach Language Lesson Plan Guides Small Group or Push-In Therapy K-2 Summer Language Lesson Plan Guides for Small Group or Push-In Therapy K-2 Ocean Language Lesson Plan Guides for Small
Group or Push-In Therapy K-2 I was very grateful to find resources on social media, that's part of the book recommendations and especially the recommendations of various books. If you need some accounts to follow books, I highly recommend @havingoursay they have top notch recommendations and I Writing from @diversereads Jennifer K. Mann Ernestino Camping Trip
invites you to go on the first camping trip. Although she is excited and carefully packed for camping, Ernestine must learn to settle in a tent and what it means to be in the desert. This is a great story about a little girl who needs to navigate a new environment that brings challenges. While camping is sometimes awkward for Ernestine, she learns how to make a long-term memor a
camping spree with Mr. Magee by Chronicle Books Camping is a favorite pastime for many people during the summer months! Camping Spree with Mr. Magee is a great book to teach about all those camping vocabulary words. He has funny, bright pictures; bear; camper; Mr. Magee; and his cute dog, Dee. If you need camping resources to link to this book, I have some fun
camping activities, including S'mores mastery, my summer craft kit! You can also make fun lantern crafts. Watch my tutorial on how to make a flashlight by clicking on a YouTube video (I know it's Chinese New Year, but I use that craft camping lights as well). I like to use Some Dragon Moves In to teach the beach by working in the vocabulary, work with conclusions, and work in
perspective. This book is about a boy who pretends that his sandcastle has a dragon inside. He talks all about what he's doing on the beach with a dragon. The boy's family doesn't seem to believe him when he tells them that it's a dragon who eats brownies and sprays sand on his sister. The pictures are very colorful, and this is a great book to discuss pretend versus real.
Sandcastle contest robert munsch if you want a book with a summer theme, which is a good working oral narrative and story to understand, the Sandcastle contest is a great book to work with these skills! This book is about cool sandcastles, so it is quite an attractive book for students. I have buried the mastery of sand that would be great with this book! Beach Day clarion books
beach day is probably my favorite beach themed book! It is written with the structure of the rhyme sentence, so it is not such a long time in the book. Why I love the book is because the pictures are filled with a lot of people and activities that a person can do on the beach. It is perfect to teach the beach vocabulary, as well as create sentences about what people do. I like that this
could help teach word associations, and visual supports are already built in with the book, so you don't have to worry about visual preparation for your lesson. Jabari Jumps is a sweet tale about a boy who is ready to jump off a diving board. Jabari passed his swimming test and now needs to figure out how he can overcome his fear of jumping off the diving board. Children may be
involved with this book, as many take swim lessons summer and also fears jumping off the diving board. You can also work/dj/read this story. Let It Shine by Maryann Cocca-Leffler If you want to talk about many different activities of people over the summer, then Let It Shine is a great book to read with your students. This book is perfect for answering their questions. They include
The Fourth of July, baseball games, beach, swimming, camping, and more in this book! One hot Day of The Nina Crews Summer This is a great book for Pre-K and kindergarten, which talks about what is going on during the great heat wave during the summer months. The book uses real photos, so children can relate to words used about summer. For many children, hot summer
days are just ordinary days filled with fans, popsicles and trying to remain in a cool shadow. The night before the summer holidays Natasha Wing Many children go on holiday in the summer months. The night before the summer holidays is a book that tells about what happens the night before the kids go on the summer holidays. If you need activities and resources that have a
summer theme, I have many great pursuits in your Teachers Pay Teachers store! My low-prep summer resource is a great time saving. What books do you use to teach the summer-based weekday dictionary? Hadley, E.B., Dickinson, D.K., Hirsch-Pasek, K., &amp; Golinkoff, R.M. (2018). Creation of semantic networks: the impact of vocabulary intervention on the depth of the
knowledge of children of preschool age. Reading research quarterly. Pre-online publication. doi: 10.1002/rrq.225 Hadley, E.B., &amp; Dickinson, D.K. (2019). Clues for learning words during general reading of books and playing during preschool education. Secondary language journal. doi: 10.1017/S0305000919000552 This paper board vessel is such an easy way to target
various goals and skills in your language room, including articulation, apraxia and phonology disorder. It is inexpensive, you probably already have a lot of necessary materials, and this is a useful way to treat speech sound disorders. Plus, your students will love gumball crafts! To learn more about how to prepare this craft (spoiler warning: it's really simple!), read on. I like
functional crafts that will achieve meaningful results in my student's progress towards achieving goals. And I love crafts that make it easy to prep! You don't need much to do this gumball craft. Here are the accessories I have: Amazon affiliate links are included for your convenience. I get a small commission when you buy using this link. Do your students decorate your paper
plates with circles using dot markers. Cut out the red shape for the base of the gumball machine. Then cut out the top to glue on the paper plate. Draw a black hole for a rubber jack or cut out a piece of black paper and glue it on the base. point markers to include your students in their speaking audio tracks. Is your your Decorate the paper plate with dots before creating gumball
crafts. To make sure that you get a lot of repetitions in the session, you can set your students to say their sound/word for each point they make on the plate. Alternatively, you can set your students to drill five words/sounds per point. Sometimes, if my students are struggling with waiting or if they have a long time to make points, I drill for 1-2 minutes and then let my students put 510 points on paper and repeat it until the paper plate is completely decorated. If you are looking for articulation resources to use while getting these big tests, you can grab my articulation flipbooks. They include word lists, pictures, operator phrases, and picture scenes for each audio. Use the L flipbook for FREE. For your students working with language words at the level of words
and structured sentences, use the starters of my visual sentence to help your students get that repetitive practice in creating this craft. If you need another paper plate to craft work on grammar skills, check out these ideas on this blog HERE. Once your student has decorated your plate, they can make their own paper plates of gumball crafts. Do not send the craft home with your
student. Keep it for a few sessions as your warm-up. Do your student touch points on a gumball machine while practicing your sounds. Or turn the plate upside down and your students will write a list of the words in their language that they want them to practice at home. You can use my any craft companion resource to make your friends glue a few words at the back of the plate.
Send this craft home with your students for additional practice. You can direct your parents to put the craft on the front of the refrigerator. This will help remind both parents and students to practice words on their backs every day. I hope this post has given you a variety of little prep and easy but effective ideas to treat speech sound disorders in your caseload. My speech students
loved this fun gumball craft, and there are so many different things you can do with it! If it's a craft with any of your caseload students, I'd love to hear how you customize it to suit their needs. Comment here on this blog post or email me feliceclark@thedabblingspeechie.com. With the closure of schools taking place around the nation is very stressful for parents to educate their
children at home. One way you can help your kids work with language at home is to play games. This I Spy language game is attractive because it allows your child to move and there are many ways you can work on your child's language and language goals. For speech therapists trying to figure out case load lesson plans, this activity can help you provide useful therapy ideas,
because there are ways to use this one activity in a free parent lesson plan different objectives. You can coach a trainer Parents every week how to customize this game to create a dictionary. Directions: Print out the I spy check-out page and give it to your child. Do they go around the house in search of various items that are in categories in groups or nouns. When your child finds
an item, he can check it. If everything is small, your child can put them in a box or container as they see the item. Your kid is finished with a I spy game when they notice everything on the list. If you have multiple children in your home, you can split them into commands to see who can complete the list first. They can look for these items in their toys, in house rooms or in their
backyards. Click here for your free game Research and continue to show that children create stronger dictionaries when they create depth of knowledge with word of mouth. This means that when they add a few associations with the word, they will have a stronger understanding of what this word means. So when we work to add categories of groups to words, it helps children
understand how words go together. It is a convenient skill for finding words, explaining symiliars and differences and organizing a language. Check out this blog post about categories HERE. At home, you can play this I Spy language game to work on categories and noun functions while also working on articulation, language fluency, social skills, grammar and vocabulary. This will
help you feel confident that you are adding your child to a low-tech education game that helps them grow. There are also strong links to vocabulary and reading understanding. So while your child is not practicing reading they build basic skills that will help them understand what they are reading. For SLPs that try to submit lesson plans for your caseload, this free download will
help you plan easily. You can send this house to your parents and include a parent lesson plan. This shows all the different skills they can target, so you can guide your families according to your students' goals. This activity can be played many times, so encourage your families not only to play once! Coach them on how to customize this game and continue to work on your child's
goal. Or show your families simple ways to expand their activities. For example, after a child plays a I spy language game, give parents tips on how to teach how to compare/contrast two items in a category group. Be sure to download this free lesson plan by clicking on the pink button below. Click here for your FREE game Articulation - to allow your child to find items that have
their own sound. Then, practice them with the word 10x with their correct sound production. Make a stupid story with elements using your best sounds! Dictionary - Compare and compare two items in that category group based on how similar they are Different. Different. – Create sentences by adding an adjective about an item or talking about where the item belongs, such as a
pillow on my bed. Social skills – work to get your child to initiate questions and comments. Model social language during this activity. Give pause time to see if your child is insigned or verbally to initiate a message. Speech fluency- whether your child practices their strategies by saying what they found or using an item in a sentence. Oral story – Does your child create a story about
one of the items they found. Or, make up the story with all the stuff! Your children will have fun while they learn. As much as we want our children to work diligently on worksheets and math problems, your children need activities that inspire them. Let me know how this is going, tagging me on Instagram: @thedabblingspeechie If you like the idea of sending home movement types
of language and language resources through school closures, then this extended I Spy Speaking Therapy Home Packets will serve your students well. This full version has additional types of games such as I spy colors, shapes, adjectives, outdoors, rooms in the house, categories, and noun features. There are visually supported students with autism or major speech disorders so
they can participate with more success using this game. Click on the picture above if you need resources to make it easy to prep for most of your caseload, engage kids, and make coaching parents breeze through this stressful time. You don't need to add more work to your plate to create customized lessons when you have this source of your language therapy stash! Many of our
students with autism need visual support to help navigate their day. In some routines and visually show what happens next, it creates peace for our students. One thing SPP can do to help support parents at home is to create these daily home visual schedules to send home with students. Scroll down to the pink button to pull this free daily home schedule. (Amazon affiliate links
are included for your convenience on this blog.) I receive a small amount of compensation for any purchases through these links.) Many of my students benefit from the visual schedule, first/then chart and work chart. It can be a lot of visuals to carry, so I put them all on one piece of paper. For some children, it may also be useful to see only a few sessions at a time, rather than a
full schedule at a time. To grab this free schedule, click the pink button and enter your email information. You will then receive an email with a free daily home schedule. It includes pre-prepared picture icons, tokens, and blank icon pages to store these when they are not in use. An editable PDF that will allow you to create a custom custom your student/child with real photos of
your bed, toys and houses or add to different photos related to your student's or child's daily routines. Grab Your Free Daily Home Schedule Here are the accessories you will need to make your daily home visual schedule: Velcro Dots White Cardstock Binder Rings Laminate sheets You will print basic visual support and laminate it. Then you will print 3 strips of icons for the
morning, afternoon and evening. Laminate those sheets together with pre-prepared icons. Print blank morning, afternoon, and evening activity sheets to insert pre-prepared icons. Once you have everything prepped, hole punch all the sheets and add using binder rings. There are more specific directions for free download. I hope it was useful in your home. Please contact us and
share how it works. You can find me on social media @thedabblingspeechie or you can send me feliceclark@thedabblingspeechie.com I always like to hear how I can support SPP and their student parents with visually supported and attractive material to help their children/students make progress with language and language skills. Grab Your Free Daily Home Schedule What's
More Fun for Young Kids Than Playing With Toy Foods? They like to use play food to engage in activities such as playing at home. Harness that interest in your language therapy sessions! That's why toy food sets can be so appealing to our language students! These play foods allow students to communicate with you and pretend to play, all while allowing you to work on a variety
of different language and language skills with them. I share 10 skills that you can focus on with the toy foods below, so I keep reading to get all my suggestions! There are several different play food options available online. One of them is even from Melissa and, so you don't have to worry about the quality of these things! All the ones I suggest below can be found on Amazon, but
you may be able to find them in stores like Target as well. The following links are Amazon affiliate links for your convenience. Melissa &amp;;amp; Doug Food Group Pantry in Bucket Play Circle Battat (This is a good deal!) New sprouts Breakfast, lunch and dinner learning resources You can use to play food to compare and contrast items by attribute functions. When playing with
food, you can discuss different groups of food categories, function, size, shape, color, where you buy/store it, which dishes you use food, parts and textures for. I like to use the frames of my visual sentence to help my students explain the similarities and differences in foods. Your students are not prepared to work expressively with comparing and contrasting, Your students sort
food into different groups. For example, you can sort of chew vs. crunchy food, hot vs. cold, sweet vs sour food. Be able to be able to and touch play food while doing this linguistic activity makes it attractive to your students too! Toy food kit can be used to target so many language and language skills! Below are some of my favorite ways to incorporate children into these skills: Is
one student preparing a meal for another student. One student can practice their articulation, vocabulary, grammar, while telling the student what to do to prepare a meal. Follow the steps of setting up a table, cleaning your kitchen, shopping in a grocery store or eating. Follows how to make a hamburger, sandwich, cake, etc. Following directions and basic concepts with food and
dishes. Sort food by subcategory: desserts, fruits, vegetables, breakfast, dinner, meat, etc. Then describe food by signs (size, shape, colors, part, texture, etc.) Working with who and where questions. Give different foods to students and ask: Who has a brownie? Ask and answer wh-questions while playing with food. Play impersonating a restaurant to work with social skills,
articulation transfer, and language. Plan dinner or birthday. Practice manners with food. Work on the findings by giving children clues about the food element and they need to guess the food. Need to cheat a sheet guide to help you target wh-questions, TIER II vocabulary, articulation, basic concepts, adjectives, and useful therapy ideas for toys you use for game-based therapy?
Grab this toy companion cheat sheet guide pre-k in 2nd grade and stimulus targets set for fourteen different toys. Do you have a fun way to engage your students by playing food for language therapy? Share comments, bookmark me on Instagram @thedabblingspeechie or email me feliceclark@thedabblingspeechie.com. feliceclark@thedabblingspeechie.com.
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